Product Compositions:
Hardwood/Plywood frame, polyurethane foam, fortrell
Armless Chair - back swivels independant of the seat & base, leather wrap tray option for Stool/Ottoman.

Turnaround™ COLLECTION
360 DEGREES OF SIMPLICITY AND COMFORT.

Design: Nienkämper

Armless
sh 17 1/2"  w 25"  d 29"  h 31"

Armchair
sh 17 1/2"  ah 24"  w 32"  d 29"  h 31"

Stool/Ottoman
sh 17 1/2"  w 21 1/2"  d 21 1/2"  h 17 1/2"

Tray
w 22 1/2"  d 22 1/2"  h 1 1/2"
The unique feature on the armless chair is a backrest that can swivel 360 degrees around the seat that also turns. This allows the user to use it as a back or armrest and complete flexibility to interact with anybody in the room.

The round ottoman turns and also has a tray that acts as a cocktail table.

The armchair turns or is available on hidden casters as well.